
Serien Lighting
Draft Suspension Rope M

Glasfarbe

clear

blue

brown

Voltage

230 - 240

110 - 125

Technical details

Country of Manufacture  Germany

Manufacturer Serien Lighting

Designer Jean Marc da Costa

Year of design 2020

protection IP20

Scope of delivery LED

voltage suitability 110 - 240 Volt

material
acrylic glass, aluminum, glass, stainless
Steel

height adjustment height determinable

dimming
on site dimmable with a trailing edge
dimmer

Wattage 27 W

LED inclusive

Colour Rendering Index >97

Luminous flux in lm 2,610

Color temperature in
Kelvin

2,700 extra warm white

canopy dimensions ∅ 8 cm

Shade diameter 26 cm

Shade height 34 cm

bulb exchange on site itself

total height 15 - 195 cm

Description

The Serien Lighting Draft Suspension Rope M pendant light can be individually
set in total height between 15 cm and 195 cm when it is mounted. The hand-
blown glass of the Draft Suspension Rope M is offered in the colours clear,
brown and blue. A conical reflector made of opal acrylic glass is integrated
inside the glass. This reflector directs the light directly downwards and diffuses
it softly and evenly all around.

The Draft Suspension Rope M has a glass with a height of 26 cm and a
diameter of 34 cm. The pendant lamp is supplied with a colour temperature of
2,700 Kelvin extra warm white. On request, it is also available with the dim to
warm function or 3,000 Kelvin warm white. When dimmed, the lamp with dim
to warm function imitates the dimming behaviour of classic incandescent
lamps, which is perceived as pleasant. When dimmed, the colour temperature
changes from 1,800 Kelvin extra warm white to 3,000 Kelvin warm white.
Besides this lamp, Serien Lighting also offers the Draft Suspension Rope S with
a shade height of 21 cm and a diameter of 26 cm.
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